
THE  HELDER 
SWEATER



The Helder Sweater is a perfect simple top down raglan 

that features a unique center point in the front and back 

and ingenious shaping that creates an amazing fit in the 

neck and shoulder area (no more choking necklines or 

stretched stitches on the shoulders).  Stay on trend with 

a neutral body and neon hem/sleeve bands!

Instructions are included to adjust the pattern to make 

the fit even better! (Model in cover image is wearing a 

size 6 in width and a 10 in length).

If  you have any questions, please email me at

steph@theelimonster.com. 

Thank you for choosing The Eli Monster patterns! We strive to create fashion forward, yet timeless patterns that
you can sew for your family.

A special THANK YOU to the lovely ladies who helped test and perfect this pattern.

You may sell garments made from our patterns in small batches (in an etsy shop or at craft fairs; this pattern is 
designed for the home knitter). The pattern is copyrighted; please do not copy or sell this pattern.

Follow Us:
www.facebook.com/TheEliMonster
twitter.com/theelimonster
pinterest.com/theelimonster/
Tag us in your Instagram photos #theelimonster
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Sizing:
Please use chart below to determine size needed.  As all brands vary, do not base size on ready to wear garments or 

other brands and/or patterns.  Pattern is based off  of  chest measurements; the sweater can easily be lengthened or 

shortened in the body and sleeves.

Size Height Weight in lbs Chest Arm Length
2 33-36” 30-32 20” 11.75”
4 39-42” 35-41 22” 14”
6 45-48” 46-51 24” 16”
8 51-54” 57-66 27” 19”
10 55-58” 76-85 28.5” 19.75”
12 58-62” 94-104 30” 20.75

Finished Measurements:
Size Top Width Laying Flat Top Length at Side
2 11.75” 12”
4 12.75” 13.75”
6 14” 16.5”
8 14.75” 17.75”
10 15.75” 18.25”
12 16.75” 18.75”
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Questions:
Email me at: steph@theelimonster.com

Notes:
• Guage:  22 stitches=4”
• I have included charts in addition to numbers within the directions for ease of  use.
• If  you choose to add stripes, instructions for that are in the body of  the pattern.  I do NOT specify each stripe 

change.  Use your creativity when determining how thin or fat or how often you want a color change.  The 
stripes in the cover sweater are 4 rows tall.  

Materials:
• 440-900 yds worsted weight wool yarn (Knit Picks Wool of  the Andes for body and Knit Picks Swish is for the 

cuffs and hem band in example)
• US 8 (or needle to get the guage needed) Circular needles or DPNs
• 7 stitch markers (different colors would be helpful but not needed)
• Tapestry needle

Abbreviations:
CO Cast On
K Knit
P Purl
KFB Knit Front Back
K2T Knit Two Together
PM Place Marker
SM Slip Marker
BO Bind Off
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Cast On:

Size 2 Size 4 Size 6 Size 8 Size 10 Size 12
68 72 76 80 84 88

Neck Band:
After casting on, join in the round.

1 K, *p2, k2*  Repeat * section until 1 before end of  row, K

2-6 Repeat

 

Short Row Neck Shaping:

7 K1, pm, *p2, k2*  Repeat * section for a total of  16 (17,18,19,20,21) stitches, pm,  continue in * pattern for 16 

(17,18,19,20,21) stitches, pm, continue in * pattern for 2 stitches, pm.  Continue in * pattern for 16 (17,18,19,20,21) 

stitches, pm, continue in * pattern for 16 (17,18,19,20,21) stitches, pm, k1. 

 

(Each colored line represents a marker around circle of  stitches)
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8 kfb, sm, k6 (7,8,9,10,11) wrap and turn

9 p17 (19,21,23,25), wrap and turn, slipping markers as you get to them.

10 k6 (7,8,9,10,11), sm, kfb, sm, k1, kfb, sm, k10 (11,12,13,14,15), wrap and turn

11 p25 (27,29,31,33,35), wrap and turn, slipping markers as you get to them.

12 k10 (11,12,13,14,15), sm, kfb, k, sm, k2, kfb, sm, k14 (15,16,17,18,19), wrap and turn

13 p35 (37,39,41,43,45), wrap and turn, slipping markers as you get to them

14 k14 (15,16,17,18,19), sm, kfb, k2 (you should be back to the center marker)

**If  you are making stripes, you will want to do your first switch here.  Start your new color at the center back 

marker.  For amazing stripes, I like to use the Jogless Stripe Technique.  To have jogless stripes:

• On color change rounds, change colors by knitting the first stitch of  the new color like normal. Then, knit the 

rest of  the stitches to the end of  the round.

• On the second round, temporarily remove the marker, SLIP THE NEXT STITCH, then replace your marker.  

• On the remaining rounds of  that stripe, knit as normal

You will find that your center back marker will start to wander away from the actual center.  You do not need 

to worry at all about this.  Everything will all work out as you finish the sweater as long as you keep starting and 

stopping your rounds at that marker (wherever it ends up on the circumference of  your sweater).

Shoulders and Raglan Shaping:

• Note:  To help “visualize” what you are doing in the raglan and shoulder shaping section, you will be increasing 

every row inside the raglan markers and every OTHER row at the tops of  the shoulders (the shoulder shaping 

helps make a defined shoulder instead of  a general slope most sweaters have).

15 (Set up round) k4, sm, k to 1 before marker, kfb, sm, k to m, sm, kfb, kfb, sm, k to m, kfb, k to marker, sm,   

 kfb, k to end of  round.

16 k to 1 before m, kfb, sm, k to m, sm, k to m, kfb, k to 1 before m, kfb, sm, k to m, sm, k to m, sm, kfb, k to   

 end of  round

17 k to 1 before m, kfb, sm, k to 1 before m, kfb, sm, k to m, sm, kfb, k to 1 before m, kfb, sm, k to m, sm, kfb,  

 k to m, sm, kfb, k to end of  round
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18 Repeat row 16

19 Repeat row 17

20 + Repeat rows 16 and 17 until you have 32, (36, 40, 44, 48, 52) stitches between the front shoulder markers 

and 36 (40,44,48,52,56) stitches between the back shoulder markers

Continuing with the Raglan only:

Repeat rows 16 and 17 WITHOUT increasing for the center shoulder shaping markers.  Remove center shoulder 

markers as you knit across them.

Repeat rows 16 and 17 until you have a total of  62 (68,74,78,86,90) stitches between the 2 front markers (across the 

chest) and 68 (74,80,84,92,96) between the back markers (across the back).

Splitting for the body and sleeves:

K to first marker, CO2, remove marker, move sleeve stitches to a stitch holder, remove marker, k across the front, 

remove marker, CO2, remove marker, to to end.

Body:
K in the round for a total of  10.5 (12.25, 15, 16.25, 16.75, 17.25) inches from top of  sweater.

Length of Sweater from Top to Start of Bottom Band:
Size 2 Size 4 Size 6 Size 8 Size 10 Size 12
10.5” 12.25” 15” 16.25” 16.75” 17.25”

Bottom Band:
*K2, p2* repeat * section to end of  row.

Repeat for a total of  8, (10, 12, 14, 16, 18) rows.  

Bind off  in pattern.
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Sleeve:

Move stitches to live needles.  

PU the 2 stitches from the underarm area, and k to end of  round, pm.

K in the round, decreasing BEHIND (k2t will happen either before you slip the marker or after it, depending on 

which arm you are knitting) the marker every 1.5” for a total of  15.5.”  from THE END OF THE CENTER 

SHOULDER SHAPING.  Stop decreasing when you have 24 (28, 32,32,36,36,) stitches on your needles.

*k2, p2*  Repeat * section to end of  round.

Repeat ribbing for a total of  6 (8, 8, 8, 10, 10) rounds.

Bind off  in pattern.

Length of Sleeves from End of Center Shoulder Shaping:
Size 2 Size 4 Size 6 Size 8 Size 10 Size 12
11.25” 13.5” 15.5” 18.5” 19.25” 20.25”
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